Birthday Favourites Gift Basket
£42.99
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
Birthday Gift containing Mini Iced Birthday Cake, Swiss Chocolates,
Welsh Waffles & Fresh Fruit. This Gift Basket contains a Happy
Birthday foil balloon to create a visually stunning Birthday Present,
which is the ideal way to send a colourful and practical gift to
celebrate a friend or colleague's special day.

Details
This Gift Basket is one of our longest running Birthday Gifts and has been selling successfully for more than a decade. This qualifies it for entry
to our Favourites Range and ensures that every year, rather than replacing it or changing a popular formula, we simply modernise and update
the product. Many baskets fail to see more than two or three seasons as human tastes evolve or change and as a Gift Basket Company, we are
tasked to be part of that change. However the counter-balance to that rule is that we must just as much follow the needs of our customers and
this is what we strive to achieve through the establishment of ranges such as "Favourites" This Birthday Favourites gift has as its core element a
Birthday Cake, which is exquisitely decorated above and beyond what may be expected. It is sold as a general gift without age being denoted
making it suitable for all those Birthdays, which dont get the attention they still deserve. If age is just a number, then why are there so many
40th gift cards, but none for random 40 somethings for instance. This gift basket solves the issue by elegantly having a Happy Birthday message
without any numerology. The contents of Chocolates, Waffles and Crisps reflect a simple desire for a simple set of contents wedded to a
colourful gift theme of fresh fruit. That makes this gift basket of timeless popular appeal and an excellent option to send as a Birthday Gift to
urban addresses in the UK.

Additional Information
Contents
Happy Birthday Balloon (9 inch)
Mini Iced "Happy Birthday" Cake
Lindt Swiss Chocolate Truffles Selection 200g
Tregroes Bakery Welsh Toffee Waffles 400g
Fairfield Farm Hand Cooked Crisps 40g
Pink Lady Apples
Granny Smith Apples
Clementine Oranges
250g Seedless Green Grapes
250g Seedless Red Grapes
Presented in open Wicker Basket
Wrapped & decorated in colourful ribbon
Happy Birthday gift card for your personalised message
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